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LIZ ROSA 
 
BIO ENGLISH 
Liz Rosa is a Brazilian singer based in New York City. Liz began her musical career in 2002 at age of sixteen, she 
was born in Natal and after establishing her presence in the northeast of Brazil, she moved in 2007 to Rio de 
Janeiro where she lived for 10 years and has captured the attention of listeners and critics world while with her 
interpretation of the classic Brazilian songbook. 
 
In 2012 celebrating 10 years in the professional music field, Liz recorded her debut album "LIZ ROSA" (distributed 
by Som Livre). Liz’s influence of several Brazilian rhythms (such as coco, baião and samba) and the American 
jazz, work perfectly with the samba-jazz flavor presented throughout the album. The result transcends musical 
boundaries while still featuring a sophisticated, swinging Brazilian jazz atmosphere with lean and inspired 
arrangements by the Ricardo Silveira. 
 
After establishing her presence in Brazil and Europe, Liz Rosa moved in 2017 to New York City to pursue the next 
levels of her musical development. 
 
Liz  has performed at many respected venues and festivals around the world such as Blue Note Rio (Rio de 
Janeiro, Brasil), Festival de Jazz de Punta del Este (Punta del Este, Urugay), Rigas Ritmi Festival (Riga, Latvia), The 
Lyric Theatre (Toronto,  Canada), Jazzahead (Bremen, Germany), Mezzrow (New York, USA) and Birdland Jazz 
(New York, USA), to name a few. Liz has also performed with well-known Brazilian artists including João Bosco, 
João Donato and Roberto Menescal. 
 

 
PRESS 
"I think we'll always have a popular music with a lot of vigor and creativity. Just now a great singer from Natal, 
Liz Rosa, released a beautiful CD showing the talent is still going strong." 
JOÃO BOSCO | SINGER AND COMPOSER 
 
"In well-known songs or new swinging compositions, the singer is a pleasant surprise, combining grace and 
power in her singing." 
LUIZ FERNANDO VIANNA | O GLOBO NEWSPAPER 
 
"She focuses on swinging post samba-jazz but also shows delicacy through the ballads, in a rigorous debut 
where no track is wasted." 
TARIK DE SOUZA | BILLBOARD BRASIL 
 
 
  
 

 

 


